THE CLEFTSTONE WORKS imports, manufactures & distributes natural stone tiles and slabs quarried from Brazil, China, India, South Africa and Turkey. These stones include natural cleft and honed Limestones, Quartzites, Slates, and Travertines. Our facility in Eastern Pennsylvania is capable of manufacturing a wide variety of tile shapes, sizes, textures, and patterns. Hand-finished natural stone Accessories such as pencil liners, shelves, thresholds, caps, baseboards, and more are hand-crafted as made-to-order items. Slab stock may be available for select stones to produce such items as custom counter-tops, windowsills, and decorative fireplace surrounds.

This extensive collection of product photos presents each of our natural stones in both Square-cut and Tumbled finishes. Included are several examples of tiles with a Cobbled finish and/or a Honed face. Installation photos and examples of patterns, stone accessories, counter-tops and other unique applications are also provided.

Furnishing attractive, accurate and useful sales tools is one of The CleftStone Works highest priorities. This guide is designed to be helpful in conveying the natural look of our stone tiles to showroom sales people, designers and end-users. We recommend keeping this guide nearby during product selection in showroom settings. When used in tandem with our Showroom Reference Boards, this guide serves as a source of inspiration and provides clients with an advanced appreciation of each stone’s natural color, striking texture and unique character.
CLEFT RICH AUTUMN SLATE

A 12 inch Hattusha strip pattern with African Rich Autumn slate.

Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT RICH AUTUMN SLATE

A master bathroom installation with 12X12 tiles of African Rich Autumn slate. Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT RICH AUTUMN SLATE

A 16 inch Ephesus random ashlar pattern with African Rich Autumn slate.

Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Rich Autumn Slate

Custom decorative stair risers tiled with African Rich Autumn slate.
Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0411
CLEFT RICH AUTUMN SLATE

A 6 inch Oaxaca strip pattern with African Rich Autumn slate.
Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0511
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Rich Autumn Slate (Cobbled)

Cobbled 12X12 tiles of African Rich Autumn slate.
Rich Autumn Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWARA0611
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT SILVERBLUE SLATE

A 16 inch Taishan random ashlar pattern with African Silverblue slate. Silverblue Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWAS01111
© 2011 The Cleft Stone Works
CLEFT SILVERBLUE SLATE

A 4 inch Thatta Weave tile pattern with African Silverblue slate.

Silverblue Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWAS80211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleaf Westcountry Slate

A 16 inch Bahia Herringbone tile pattern with African Westcountry slate. Westcountry Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWAWCO111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Westcountry Slate

An installation with 8X16 tiles of African Westcountry slate.

Westcountry Slate is available with a cleft or cobbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWAWC0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL BLACK SLATE

An 8 inch Paphos random ashlar pattern with Brazil Black slate.
Brazil Black Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBK0111
CLEFT BRAZIL BLACK SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 4 inch Olinda block ashlar pattern with tumbled Brazil Black slate.

Brazil Black Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWB8K0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL GREEN SLATE

2X2 tiles of Brazil Green slate with Brazil Black, Gray, Multicolor and Purple slate.

Brazil Green Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBGN0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL GREEN SLATE

6X6 and 12X12 tiles of Brazil Green slate with a strip border pattern.

Brazil Green Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBGN0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL GRAY SLATE

An alternate layout of a 12 inch Modderpoort Weave tile pattern with Brazil Gray slate. Brazil Gray Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBGY0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL GRAY SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 6 inch Evora Checker tile pattern with tumbled Brazil Gray slate.

Brazil Gray Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWB6YO211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Brazil Gray Slate (Cobbled)

Cobbled 12X12 tiles of Brazil Gray slate.

Brazil Gray Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWBGY0311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
HONED BRAZIL GRAY SLATE

A honed Brazil Gray slate kitchen countertop and window sill with an Indian Madras slate backsplash. Brazil Gray Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWB6Y0411

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL MULTICOLOR SLATE

12X12 tiles of Brazil Multicolor slate.
Brazil Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBMCO111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL MULTICOLOR SLATE

A 6 inch Zanzibar strip pattern with Brazil Multicolor slate.

Brazil Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBMCO211

© 2011 The Cleft Stone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL MULTICOLOR SLATE (TUMBLED)

Tumbled 8X16 tiles of Brazil Multicolor slate.
Brazil Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWBMCO311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL MULTICOLOR SLATE (TUMBLED)

4 inch to 8 inch tumbled trailstones of Brazil Multicolor slate.
Brazil Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWBMCO4111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL PURPLE SLATE

4 inch triangle tiles of Brazil Purple slate.

Brazil Purple Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBPU0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL PURPLE SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 6 inch Tanum Herringbone tile pattern with tumbled Brazil Purple slate.

Brazil Purple Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWBPU0211 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
4 inch pentagon tiles of Brazil Purple slate with Chinese Earth slate dots.

Brazil Purple Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBPU0311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BRAZIL PURPLE SLATE

A series of fountain caps fabricated from Brazil Purple slate.

Brazil Purple Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWBPUU411

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT BLACK & GOLD SLATE

12X12 tiles of Chinese Black & Gold slate.

Black & Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCBG0111
CLEFT BLACK & GOLD SLATE (TUMBLED)

An 8 inch Bahia Herringbone tile pattern with tumbled Chinese Black & Gold slate. Black & Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCBG0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT DESERT GOLD QUARTZITE

A 16 inch alternate Azores Step tile pattern with Chinese Desert Gold quartzite. Desert Gold Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCDG0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT DESERT GOLD QUARTZITE (TUMBLED)

A 4 inch Sao Luis random ashlar pattern with tumbled Chinese Desert Gold quartzite.

Desert Gold Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCDG0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT DESERT GOLD QUARTZITE

A floor installation with 16X16 tiles of Chinese Desert Gold quartzite.

Desert Gold Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCDG0311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Desert Gold Quartzite

Wall caps fabricated from Chinese Desert Gold quartzite.
Desert Gold Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCDG0411
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT EARTH SLATE

A 16 inch Great Wall Brick tile pattern with Chinese Earth slate.
Earth Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCEA0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT EARTH SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 3 inch Temple Brick tile pattern with tumbled Chinese Earth slate.

Earth Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCEA0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT EARTH SLATE

An 8 inch Siena strip pattern with Chinese Earth slate.

Earth Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCEA0311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT EARTH SLATE (TUMBLED)

A bathroom floor installation with 8 to 16 inch tumbled Chinese Earth slate trailstones.

Earth Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCEA0411

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT SEA GREEN QUARTZITE

A 16 inch Madara random ashlar pattern with Chinese Sea Green quartzite.

Sea Green Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCGN0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT SEA GREEN QUARTZITE (TUMBLED)

Tumbled 4X4 and 6X6 tiles of Chinese Sea Green quartzite.
Sea Green Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCGN0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT CHINA MULTICOLOR SLATE

A 12 inch Sabratha block ashlar pattern with China Multicolor slate.
China Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCMC0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft China Multicolor Slate

1X12 tiles of China Multicolor slate.
China Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCMCO211
© 2011 The Cleftstone Works
CLEFT CHINA MULTICOLOR SLATE (TUMBLED)

Tumble trailstones of China Multicolor slate.
China Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWC0311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT CHINA MULTICOLOR SLATE

A bathroom countertop and backsplash installation with China Multicolor slate. China Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWCMC0411

© 2011 The Cleftstone Works
An alternate layout of a 12 inch Modderpoort Weave tile pattern with Chinese Marsh Green slate. Marsh Green Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCMG0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT MARSH GREEN SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 4 inch Yin Xu Pinwheel tile pattern with tumbled Chinese Marsh Green slate.

Marsh Green Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCMG0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT WHITE GOLD SLATE

A 16 inch Cappadocia block ashlar pattern with Chinese White Gold slate.

White Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCWG0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT WHITE GOLD SLATE (TUMBLED)

An 8 inch Evora Checker tile pattern with tumbled Chinese White Gold slate. White Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWCWG0211 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Cashmere Gold Slate

A 12 inch Temple Brick tile pattern with Indian Cashmere Gold slate. Cashmere Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWIAU0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT CASHMERE GOLD SLATE (TUMBLED)

A 12 inch Bahia Herringbone tile pattern with tumbled Indian Cashmere Gold slate.
Cashmere Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIAU0211
© 2011 The Cleft Stone Works
Cleft Cashmere Gold Slate (Cobbled)

Cobbled 12X12 tiles of Indian Cashmere Gold slate.
Cashmere Gold Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIAU0311
© 2011 The Cleftstone Works
Honed Copper Multicolor Quartzite

Honed 12X12 tiles of Indian Copper Multicolor quartzite. Copper Multicolor Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWICO0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT COPPER MULTICOLOR QUARTZITE

A 12 inch Tanum Herringbone tile pattern with Indian Copper Multicolor quartzite.
Copper Multicolor Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWICO2111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT COPPER MULTICOLOR QUARTZITE (TUMBLED)

Tumbled 1X4 tiles of Indian Copper Multicolor quartzite.
Copper Multicolor Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWICO0311 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT HIMACHEL WHITE QUARTZITE

12X12 tiles of Indian Himachel White quartzite.
Himachel White Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWIHW0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT HIMACHEL WHITE QUARTZITE

12X12 tiles of Indian Himachel White quartzite.

Himachel White Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWIHWQ211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Khaki (Kota) Blue Limestone

A 24 inch Agra Fort random ashlar pattern with Indian Khaki (Kota) Blue limestone.

Khaki (Kota) Blue Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIKB0111

© 2011 The Cleftstone Works
CLEFT KHAKI (KOTA) BLUE LIMESTONE (TUMBLED)

An alternate layout of a 6 inch Azores Step tile pattern with tumbled Indian Khaki (Kota) Blue limestone. Khaki (Kota) Blue Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIKB0211 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT KHAKI (KOTA) BLUE LIMESTONE (COBBLED)

Cobbled 12X12 tiles of Indian Khaki (Kota) Blue limestone.
Khaki (Kota) Blue Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWK80311 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Khaki (Kota) Green Limestone

A bathroom installation with Indian Khaki (Kota) Green limestone tiles and pebbles.

Khaki (Kota) Green Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWIKG0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Khaki (Kota) Green Limestone

A 12 inch Great Wall Brick tile pattern with Indian Khaki (Kota) Green limestone. Khaki (Kota) Green Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWIKGO211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT KHAKI (KOTA) GREEN LIMESTONE (TUMBLED)

A 12 inch Azores Step tile pattern with tumbled Indian Khaki (Kota) Green limestone. Khaki (Kota) Green Limestone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIKG0311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT MADRAS SLATE

A 4 inch Alta random ashlar pattern with Indian Madras slate. Madras Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24. Slab stock may be available.

Photo ID: CSWIMA0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT MADRAS SLATE (TUMBLED)

A tumbled Indian Madras slate backsplash with a honed Brazil Gray slate kitchen counter-top.

Madras Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.
CLEFT CALICO MULTICOLOR SLATE

A 12 inch variation of the Baku strip pattern with Indian Calico Multicolor slate.

Calico Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIMCO111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Cleft Calico Multicolor Slate (Tumbled)

An alternate layout of a 12 inch Azores Step tile pattern with Indian Calico Multicolor slate. Calico Multicolor Slate is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIMCO211  © 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT PANTHER SANDSTONE

6X12 tiles of Indian Panther sandstone.

Panther Sandstone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWIPA0111
© 2011 The Cleft Stone Works
CLEFT PANTHER SANDSTONE (TUMBLED)

Tumbled 6X12 tiles of Indian Panther sandstone.
Panther Sandstone is available with a cleft, cobbled, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWPA0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT SILVER GRAY QUARTZITE

A custom 6 inch random ashlar pattern with Indian Silver Gray quartzite.
Silver Gray Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWISG0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFT SILVER GRAY QUARTZITE (TUMBLED)

A 4 inch Azores Step tile pattern with tumbled Indian Silver Gray quartzite.
Silver Gray Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWISG0211

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
12x12 tiles of honed Indian Silver Gray quartzite. Silver Gray Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1x1 to 24x24.

Photo ID: CSWISO311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
6X12 tiles of honed Indian Udaipur quartzite.
Udaipur Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.
CLEFT UDAIPUR QUARTZITE

12X12 tiles of Indian Udaipur quartzite.
Udaipur Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSW1UP0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
CLEFTUDAIPUR QUARTZITE (TUMBLED)

Tumbled 4X4 tiles of Indian Udaipur quartzite.
Udaipur Quartzite is available with a cleft, cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 16X16.

Photo ID: CSWU0311
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
HONED BISANTHE TRAVERTINE

6X12 tiles of Turkish Bisanthe travertine.
Bisanthe Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTT0111
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Bisanthe Travertine (Tumbled)

A 6 inch Bahia Herringbone tile pattern with tumbled Turkish Bisanthe travertine. Bisanthe Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTB70211

© 2011 The CleFtStone Works
Honed Bisanthe Travertine

A bathroom installation with 16X16 tiles of Turkish Bisanthe travertine.

Bisanthe Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTB70311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Bisanthe Travertine

A floor installation with Turkish Bisanthe & Rustic Walnut travertine.

Bisanthe Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWT870411

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Ivory Beige Travertine

A custom 4 inch block ashlar pattern with Turkish Ivory Beige travertine.

Ivory Beige Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTCT0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
HONED IVORY BEIGE TRAVERTINE

A 4 inch Thatta Weave tile pattern with Turkish Ivory Beige travertine.

Ivory Beige Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTCT0211 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Ivory Beige Travertine (Tumbled)

A 2 inch Petra Bond tile pattern with tumbled Turkish Ivory Beige travertine. Ivory Beige Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTCT0311 © 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Ivory Beige Travertine (Tumbled)

A bathroom installation with tumbled Turkish Ivory Beige travertine.

Ivory Beige Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTCT0411
Honed Golden Royal Travertine

A 12 inch Agra Fort random ashlar pattern with Turkish Golden Royal travertine. Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTGT0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Golden Royal Travertine (Tumbled)

A 4 inch Great Wall Brick tile pattern with tumbled Turkish Golden Royal travertine.

Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CWTGTO211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Golden Royal Travertine

A bathroom floor installation with 12X12 tiles of Turkish Golden Royal travertine. Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTGT0311

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Golden Royal Travertine

An installation of a Turkish Golden Royal travertine partition cap and trim.

Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTG70411

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
HONED GOLDEN ROYAL TRAVERTINE

A custom kitchen backsplash with Turkish Golden Royal travertine.

Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTGT0511

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Golden Royal Travertine

A custom kitchen backsplash with Turkish Golden Royal travertine.

Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTGT0611
© 2011 The Cleftstone Works
Honed Golden Royal Travertine (Cobbled)

Cobbled 12X12 tiles of Turkish Golden Royal travertine. Golden Royal Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTGT0711
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Rustic Walnut Travertine

A floor installation with 16X16 tiles of Turkish Rustic Walnut travertine.
Rustic Walnut Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTT0111

© 2011 The CleftStone Works
Honed Rustic Walnut Travertine

12X12 tiles of Turkish Rustic Walnut travertine.
Rustic Walnut Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.

Photo ID: CSWTWT0211
© 2011 The CleftStone Works
A 3 inch Bahia Herringbone tile pattern with tumbled Turkish Rustic Walnut travertine. Rustic Walnut Travertine is available with a cobbled, honed, or tumbled finish in tile sizes ranging from 1X1 to 24X24.
The CleftStone Works can generally provide these sizes for all stones. Some exceptions may apply.

- Tile sizes are modular and are generally 1/8" smaller than the listed size.
- Not all stones are available in 24" sizes. Please call for more information.
- Brazilian and Turkish stones have minimal to no cleft and may vary in thickness by as much as 1/16".
- African, Chinese & Indian stones have moderate to heavy cleft and may vary in thickness by as much as 3/16".
- Tiles with a Tumbled finish are limited to sizes 16" and smaller, and may not be available for thin rectangular shapes.
- Tiles with a Chiseled finish are limited to sizes no smaller than 4" in width and length.
- Rhomboid shapes are available in tile sizes ranging from 2" to 8".
- Triangle shapes are available in tile sizes ranging from 2" to 24".
- Clipped corner shapes, such as pentagons, hexagons and octagons, are available in tile sizes ranging from 4" to 24".

Please reference the CleftStone Patterns Guide for a better understanding of the patterns available with these sizes.

Please reference the CleftStone Accessories Guide for information relevant to hand-finished edges for these sizes.